
Polysense Technologies 

Smart Manhole, 
enclosures and cabinets 



Polysense - WxS 

Recent statistics show that a medium size city has over one 

million of various types of manholes/enclosures for power utility, 

water, gas, and telecommunications.  

‘Road trap’ on the city roads often represents significant 

hazards to pedestrian, bikers and vehicles.  Accidents where people 

fell and trapped in manhole/enclosures have been frequently 

reported  due to stolen/tampered  lid/cover, washed over 

lid/covered. 。 

Shanghai, for example, with 16 districts, owns and must 

manage over 6.5 millions of various manholes 

Deadly manhole/enclosure, 
accidents prone 



Polysense - WxS 

Over the years, communications equipment such as fiber, cooper, base 

stations,  are often  operated with no monitoring and little surveillance, leading 

to frequent vandalism, tampering, theft.  

Communications equipment stolen, leading to both significant 
loss and service outage 



Polysense - WxS 

Smart manhole/enclosure/cabinet, refers to the solution where LPWAN (such as LoRa) IoT sensor(s) 

are installed to monitor the real time status of the lid/cover open/close, water/gas presence, flow rate, 

and possible fire in addition to the basic lid/cover open/close status.  



Polysense - WxS 

Polysense WxS 8800/8700 LPWAN sensor end node product lines 
enable the monitoring of multiple critical parameters for 
different manholes/enclosure/cabinets  

 lid/cover open/close 

 current/voltage stability  

 poisonous gas leak 

 fire/smoke detection 

 asset tracking 
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Internet or 
Intranet 
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Network Architecture 



Polysense - WxS 

Pro：can detect the vibration caused by the intrusion activities。 
 
Con：susceptible to multiple environmental activities, such as 
mowing the lawn, leading to false alarms. More significantly, as the 
sensor must be always on, leading to short battery life 



Polysense - WxS 

Pro：can monitor the inclination of the 
lid/cover, reducing false report。 
 
Con：high power and short battery life 



Polysense - WxS 

Pros： 
1）No false alarm due to vibrations near by activities 
2）Extremely low power consumption and long battery life. Only change 
status when lid/cover is opened 
3）When lid/cover is close, can ensure the status is OFF 
4) Easy to install 
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Polysense -IVIvew 

Polysense iView – cloud data and device platform 

Intuitive map interface, allowing 

users to view the deployment of 

the sensors and network 

Polysense iView supports 

multiple data filtering and 

sensor end node filtering criteria 

for users to quickly identify 

nodes with alarms 

Multiple zones and priorities allow 

users to flexibly select a subset of 

end nodes to view sensing data 

and alarms in several charts or 

tabular forms  



Polysense -IVIvew 

a. Polysense iView: big data visualization with two 

layer maps 

 

b. Polysense iView: Web/CLI/APP/email/SMS multiple 

mechanism to allow end users to receive alert 

information 



Polysense - WxS 

When thousands of manholes/enclosures/cabinets are real 

time monitored by LoRaWAN based WxS 8000 sensor end nodes, 

combined with GPS location and iView,  the Polysense solution 

allows various government agencies to monitor, manage and 

track their own facilities to receive alarms, quickly identify asset 

with issue, and analyze the underlying nature of the issue 

(vandalism/tampering of lid/cover, leakage of gas, fire/smoke, 

raising water level, etc.), thus forming the basis of a smart city 

with a smart infrastructure 



T H A N K S 


